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Abstract—System execution traces are useful artifacts for
validating enterprise distributed real-time and embedded (DRE)
system quality-of-service (QoS) properties, such as end-to-end response time, throughput, scalability, and reliability. With proper
planning during development phase of the software lifecycle, it
is possible to ensure such traces contain the required properties
to simply their analysis for QoS validation. In some case,
however, it is hard to ensure system execution traces contain
the necessary properties, such as with externally developed DRE
system components. Consequently, this makes it hard to analyze
such system execution traces for validation of QoS properties.
This work-in-progress paper provides two contributions for
analyzing system execution traces for enterprise DRE system
QoS validation. First, this presents a methodology called SETAF
for adapting non-standard system execution traces for analysis of
QoS properties. Secondly, this paper presents preliminary results
from applying SETAF to externally developed applications and
analyzing its QoS properties. Initial results show that is possible
to analyze non-standard system execution traces for validate QoS
properties without modifying the applications existing source
code.
Keywords-QoS validation, non-standard system execution
traces, adaptation, patterns, dataflow

I. I NTRODUCTION
Current trends and challenges. System execution
traces [3], [7], [8], i.e., a collection of log messages, are useful
artifacts for analyzing soft real-time enterprise distributed realtime and embedded (DRE) quality-of-service (QoS) properties,
such as scalability, throughput, and end-to-end response time.
A benefit of using system execution traces for QoS validation
is that they provide a comprehensive view of the system’s
behavior and state throughout its execution lifetime as opposed
to a single snapshot of the system at a given point in time,
such as a global snapshot [10] that can be hard to analyze such
concerns throughout an enterprise DRE system’s execution
lifetime. Likewise, they provide DRE system developers and
testers with a rich set of data for analyzing data trends
associated with a QoS given property, i.e., how a given QoS
property changes with respect to time, such as viewing how
latency changed over the system’s execution lifetime or points
in the execution lifetime where end-to-end response time
missed its deadline.

The UNITE [5], [6] tool describes a methodology for validating QoS properties using system execution traces. UNITE
applies relational database theory [1] and dataflow models [2],
[9] to analyze different QoS properties. UNITE uses these
techniques because most system execution traces describe
different but related events which happen in different points
in time with some keywords. For example, a system execution
trace may contain messages that dictate the sending/receiving
of an event along with a timestamp for each occurrence of the
message. By searching for the send/receive message keywords
and using a dataflow model to show their relation, it is
possible to mine the system execution trace for such messages
and analyze event latency within a enterprise DRE system.
More importantly, such analysis can take place irrespective of
system complexity, composition, and implementation because
the dataflow model is at a higher level-of-abstraction than the
concrete system and system execution traces are platform-,
technology-, and language-independent artifacts.
Although it is possible to validate QoS properties via
system execution traces, the system execution traces must
contain several properties, such as identifiable keywords (as
described above). Moreover, the dataflow model, which is
used to analyze the system execution trace, must also contain
several properties, such as identifiable log message formats,
i.e., a regular expression that represents similar log messages,
and unique relations between different log formats. If planned
early enough in the software lifecycle, it is possible to ensure
such properties exist in both the dataflow model and system
execution trace. Unfortunately, it is not possible to always
ensure system execution traces from enterprise DRE systems
contain the required for analysis and QoS validation, such as
with externally developed software components and systems.
It is therefore critical to develop methodologies that will enable non-standard system execution traces (and their dataflow
model) to undergo analysis and QoS validation.
Solution approach → Adapt system execution traces
using patterns. The adapter software design pattern [4] is a
pattern that enables one object to adapt to the expected interface that another object expects. More importantly, this pattern
does not require modification of the two original objects. In
the context of analyzing non-standard system execution traces

to validate enterprise DRE system QoS properties, the adapter
pattern can be used to adapt the dataflow model and system
execution trace to contain the required properties for QoS
validation. The main challenge, however, is determining how
either the system execution trace and dataflow model must
be adapted so that either contains the necessary properties to
support analysis and QoS validation.
This work in progress paper therefore presents the initial work on System Execution Trace Adaptation Framework
(SETAF), which is framework used to adapt system execution
traces and dataflow models so they contain the required properties for analysis and QoS validation. DRE system developers
and testers use SETAF by first analyzing the system execution
trace to identify the pattern for adapting their system execution
trace. They then specify the adaptation pattern as a highlevel adaptation specification. UNITE then uses SETAF and
adaptation specification to inject the required properties at
run-time into the analysis of the system execution trace. This
process ensures the system execution trace analysis is valid.
Initial results for applying SETAF to an open-source software
project show that SETAF is able to adapt non-standard system
execution traces without requiring modification to the original
source code that generates the system execution trace.
Paper organization. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II provides a brief overview of
UNITE; Section III presents the initial design and methodology of SETAF; Section IV presents the preliminary results
for applying SETAF to an open-source project; and Section V
presents concluding remarks and future research directions.
II. B RIEF OVERVIEW OF UNITE
UNITE is a methodology and tool for analyzing system
execution traces and validating QoS properties. DRE system
developers and tester use UNITE by first generating a system
execution trace what consists of a set of log messages. For
example, Listing 1 illustrates a portion of a system execution
trace generated by a enterprise DRE system.
a c t i v a t i n g Sensor . . .
...
S e n s o r s e n t m e s s a g e A. 1
Config r e c e i v e d message
...
S e n s o r s e n t m e s s a g e A. 2
S e n s o r s e n t m e s s a g e A. 2
Config r e c e i v e d message
...
S h u t t i n g down s y s t e m . . .
Listing 1.

a t 2345
A. 1 a t 2347
a t 2376
a t 2379
A. 2 a t 2378

Portion of an example system execution trace.

As shown in Listing 1, the send and receive messages can
be used to calculate event latency. To perform such analysis
using UNITE, DRE system developers and testers identify
what log messages they want to extract using a log format.
This log format captures both the static and variable portions
of the log messages. More importantly, the variables identify
what portion of the log message to extract for usage in QoS
validation. For example, Listing 2 highlights the log formats
for the send and receive messages in Listing 1, respectively.

LF1 : S e n s o r s e n t m e s s a g e {STRING t y p e } .
{INT msgid } a t {INT s e n t }
LF2 : C o n f i g r e c e i v e d m e s s a g e {STRING t y p e } .
{INT msgid } a t {INT r e c v }
Relation :
LF1 . t y p e = LF2 . t y p e
LF1 . msgid = LF2 . msgid
Listing 2.

Dataflow model for analyzing system execution trace.

After defining the log formats for extracting metrics of
interest from a system execution trace, DRE system developers and testers then define a dataflow model that captures
the relationship between the different log formats. This is
necessary because enables reconstruction of execution flows
in the system (1) irrespective of system complexity and
composition and (2) without a need for a global clock to ensure
causality [10] because the relations between the log formats
preserve causality.
AVG( LF2 . r e c v − LF1 . s e n t )
Listing 3.

Expression for analyzing event latency using UNITE.

Finally, DRE system developers and testers define an expression that validates a given QoS property based on the
variables in the log format. For example, Listing 3 highlights
the expression evaluating average event latency. UNITE then
uses the dataflow models and expression to mine the system
execution trace and evaluate the provided expression. Likewise, if the aggregation function (i.e., AVG) is removed from
the expression, then UNITE will present the data trend for the
QoS property undergoing analysis.
III. T HE D ESIGN AND F UNCTIONALITY OF SETAF
This section describes the current design and functionality
of SETAF. This section also uses concrete examples to illustrate concepts realized in SETAF.
A. Challenges Associated with Analyzing Non-standard System Execution Traces
Section II provided a brief overview of UNITE and its
technique for analyzing system execution traces to validate
enterprise DRE system QoS properties. In order to ensure such
validation can occur, however, it is necessary that the values in
each relation is unique. For example, as shown in Listing 1,
the relation between the event ids is always unique. If the
relations between log formats is not unique, then there is high
probability that the analysis will yield incorrect results.
S t a r t e d doing t a s k A a t 12.00
Finished doing t a s k A a t 12.01
S t a r t e d doing t a s k A a t 12.02
Finished doing t a s k A a t 12.03
Listing 4. Portion of a system execution trace that contains a non-standard
dataflow model.

For example, Listing 4 illustrates an example system execution trace where the dataflow graph will not have unique
relations between the log format. This is because it is hard to
know start/finish messages are associated with one another

without human intervention. Moreover, when an example
similar to the one present in Listing 4 is analyzed by UNITE,
it will yield incorrect results because it is hard to determine
correct causality between similar log messages.
With proper planning early in the software lifecycle, it is
possible to ensure generated system execution traces have
unique relations to facilitate proper analysis. This, however,
is not alway possible—especially when analyzing system
execution traces generated by third-party systems and their
components. Although such non-standard system execution
traces may not contain unique relations, the existing relations
can be exploited (or adapted) to enforce a unique relation. For
example, in Listing 4, although the relation is not unique, it can
be adapted to be a unique relation by adding an id to each log
message. This will ensure that UNITE analyzes the dataflow
model and evaluates the expression correctly. The next section
therefore explains how SETAF enables such adaptation of nonstandard system execution traces.
B. On Adapting Non-Standard System Execution Traces
As explained in Section III-A, dataflow models that do not
contain unique relations for analyzing system execution traces
can be adapted to contain unique relations. Unfortunately, it
is not possible to adapt each non-standard dataflow model in
the same manner to enforce a unique relation. This is because
the dataflow model is associated with the given system that
generates the system execution trace is used to analyze. A
dataflow model therefore can only be reused for different
executions of the same system.
Because of this fact, DRE system developers and testers use
SETAF by first manually analyzing the non-standard system
execution trace. Through this analysis, the DRE system developers and tester identify an adaptation pattern for adapting the
dataflow model to contain unique relations. More specifically,
the adaptation pattern contains details about what variables
(and values) needed to be added to each log format (and log
message) to enforce a unique relation between each log format
that does not contain a unique relation.
Using the example present in Listing 4, DRE system developers then define the adaptation pattern specification that
is used by SETAF to adapt the system execution trace. For
this example, each log message that represents a start task is
proceeded by a finish task before another start task occurs.
Using this domain knowledge of the system execution trace,
Listing 5 highlights the adaptation pattern specification DRE
system developers and testers write to ensure proper analysis
of a non-standard system execution trace.
Columns :
LF1 . u i d , LF2 . u i d
Init :
l e t i = 0;
On LF1 :
LF1 . u i d = i ;
On LF2 :

LF2 . u i d = i ++;
Listing 5.

Example of an adaptation pattern specification in SETAF.

As illustrated in Listing 5, first DRE system developers and
testers specify what data points need to be added to each log
format, e.g., uid for LF1 and LF2. DRE system developers
and testers then define the initial state of the adaptation pattern.
Finally, they define how to adapt each log format (and log
message) so that the relations in the dataflow graph are unique.
In this example, the uid variable is assigned the current value
of i in both LF1 and LF2. In LF2, however, the state variable
i is incremented. This will ensure the next occurrence of LF1
is differentiated from the previous occurrence of LF1, as well
as LF2. Finally, UNITE analyzes the system execution trace
and uses SETAF to adapt its analysis of the system execution
trace at run-time to ensure valid analysis, and reconstruction
of the different execution flows.
IV. P RELIMINARY R ESULTS FOR A PPLYING SETAF TO
A PACHE ANT
This section presents preliminary result for applying SETAF
to an example application that contains non-standard system
execution traces.
A. Experimental Setup
Section III discussed SETAF’s technique for adapting nonstandard system execution traces for QoS validation. To determine initial validity of SETAF’s technique, we applied SETAF
to several Java-based open-source applications, e.g., ANT,
Tomcat Web Server, and ActiveMQ JMS Broker. We selected
Java-based applications because most standard Java-based
applications use log4j (http://logging.apache.org/index.html) to
generate system execution traces. It is therefore possible to use
UNITE’s log4j appender to intercept log messages and store
them in a database that is analyzable by UNITE.
One such open-source application that we have analyzed is
ANT ( http://ant.apache.org), which is a build engine primarily
used to build Java applications. To setup the experiment, we
first executed ANT to generate a system execution trace.
Next, we analyzed the generated system execution trace to
identify an adaptation pattern. After we identified the adaptation pattern, we defined an adaptation pattern specification
for SETAF. Finally, we used UNITE and SETAF to analyze
ANT’s generated system execution trace. All experiments were
conducted on a Intel core 2 Duo 2.1 GHz processor, with 3GB
memory and running 32-bit Windows Vista operating system.
B. Experimental Results
Table I highlights the results for using UNITE to analyze a system execution trace generated by ANT without
applying SETAF. As illustrated in this table it is correlating
startTime and finishTime of different ANT tasks. For
example if we take the second row of the table an ANT Task
named “property” has started at 1500 and finished at 1704. The
problem with this table is for some entries (e.g., first and third
rows) the startTime is greater than the finishTime. This
is because of the non-uniqueness in the dataflow model used

to reconstruct in the dataset from the non-standard system
execution trace. Because of the non-uniqueness in the dataflow
TABLE I
TABLE RECONSTRUCTED BY UNITE WITHOUT ADAPTATION PATTERN
SPECIFICATION .
startTime
1500
1500
1516
1516

LF1.task
property
property
available
available

finishTime
860
1704
1511
1518

LF2.task
property
property
available
available

model used to reconstruct in the dataset from the non-standard
system execution trace, it resulted several negative values for
the evaluation time of different ANT tasks as illustrated below
in Table II.
TABLE II
R ESULTS FOR ANALYZING RECONSTRUCTED TABLE IN UNITE WITHOUT
ADAPTATION SPECIFICATION .
Task
available
delete
macrodef
mkdir
path
patternset
property
Total evaluation time (sec)

Time (msec)
-630.333333333333
0.0
140.0
-25.125
297.0
-9.76923076923077
-241.4
0.345873

TABLE III
I MPROVED TABLE RECONSTRUCTION USING SETAF AND UNITE.
LF1.task
property
property
available
available

startTime
766
1500
1500
1516

LF2.uid
1
2
3
4

LF2.task
property
property
available
available

Task
available
delete
macrodef
mkdir
path
patternset
property
Total evaluation time (sec)

Time (msec)
93.6666666666667
55.0
79.0
2.0
390.0
6.0
17.975
0.59851

to ensure correct analysis. Preliminary results from applying
SETAF to an open-source project highlight that it is possible
to perform such adaptation at run-time without modifying the
original source code to ensure the generated system execution
traces contain the necessary properties for QoS validation.
Future research will focus on applying this technique to other
applications—including large-scale enterprise DRE systems—
to further validate the technique.
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TABLE IV
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finishTime
860
1704
1511
1518
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